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Out of this world
In this section
Are UFOs:

Alien visitors

10

 Read an extract from a discursive text
 Look at how different points of view are presented

15

 Look at the way discursive texts are organised (S13f)
 Learn how to assess the content of a text (R8)

The following text is from a website dealing with the
possibility of life on other planets.

20

25

Unidentified
Flying
Objects

5
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A UFO is any flying object that hasn’t been identified as a
natural or man-made entity. Some people think these
objects are alien spacecraft, although there is no
conclusive evidence yet.
UFOs have occurred in all shapes and sizes, but most
often they are round, cylindrical, cigar shaped or
triangular.

30

g hoaxes?

g mistakes?

g aliens?

History of sightings
Some people believe UFO sightings can be traced back to
biblical times. The first documented reports date back into
the mid-1800s. But it wasn’t until the 1940s that sightings
started to hit the headlines.
In the 1970s, Erich Von Däniken wrote a number of
best-selling books saying that aliens visited the Earth long
ago. Highlighting biblical references to fiery objects in the
sky, he even proposed that Christ may have been an
extraterrestrial. Going back even further, he suggested
that ancient man had been genetically altered by aliens,
explaining the ‘missing link’ in human evolution.
On the other hand, many scientists argue that UFOs
can sometimes be explained by natural phenomena. For,
example, ball-lightning is often linked with UFO sightings.
Some unidentified flying objects also turn out to be
‘identifiable’ after all. Meteorologists say that high range
weather balloons are often mistaken for UFOs.
There is no doubt that unidentified objects in the sky
exist. The question is – what are they? Have people
witnessed alien fly-bys or something more mundane?

entity thing
conclusive completely convincing
documented backed up by written evidence
biblical references stories in the Christian Bible
extraterrestrial from a planet other than Earth
genetically altered changed at the most basic biological level
phenomena happenings
ball-lightning a globe of glowing electrical current that floats in the air
mundane ordinary
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Purpose

4
Discursive texts
This text is discursive. Its purpose is to present an
argument from different points of view.
The main features of a discursive text are:
 A stucture that consists of an opening statement, a
series of points on both sides of the issue, and a
conclusion. For example, paragraph 1 of the webpage
introduces UFOs as the issue for discussion.
 Connectives or linking phrases that signal which side
of the issue you are writing about. For example,‘Some
people believe…’
 It is written mainly in the present tense. For example,‘A
UFO is any flying object...’
 It clearly shows evidence for each viewpoint. For
example,‘Erich Von Däniken wrote...’,‘many scientists
argue that…’

S13f

1

The extract is written mainly in the present tense but sometimes
uses the past tense.
a) Find one example in paragraph 4 where the past tense is used.

Choose the main purpose of the extract from the following
options:


to convince the reader that UFOs are real



to entertain the reader with stories of UFOs



to put forward views from both sides of the debate and leave
the reader to decide about UFOs.

A fact is something that you can prove to be true or real.
An opinion is what somebody thinks or believes.

5

In pairs, decide which parts of the extract give facts and which
give opinions.
a) Find two facts in the extract.
b) Find two opinions.
c) Does the writer give his opinion anywhere in the text?

Reading for meaning

6

When were the earliest
documented sightings
of UFOs?

7

According to some people,
how far back do UFO
sightings go?

b) What kind of information is being presented?

50
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Key Reading

2

Find two pieces of evidence that UFOs can be identified from
paragraph 5.

8

Find one example of how
scientists explain UFOs.

3

Find the linking phrases at the start of paragraphs 3 and 5 which
signal that a different point of view will be described.

9

What man-made object has
been the cause of some
UFO sightings?
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The writer asks two questions at the end of the extract.
a) What is the first question?

Key Writing

b) How does the second question help the reader to answer the
first question?

14
S&L12

a) In pairs, spend five minutes discussing whether there is alien
life on other planets. Try to come up with two main points
for and two main points against.
You might find these points useful to start you off:

Focus on: Assessing the content of discursive texts



Frequent UFO sightings in our skies.

When assessing a discursive text, you first need to identify the
views that are being presented.



No response to any messages sent into space from Earth.



Evidence of water found on Mars.

11



Scientific explanations for UFO sightings.

a) What are the two main views presented in this extract?
b) Make a list of the main points made for each view. It may
help to present them in a chart like the one below:

Alien visitors

10

Wr10

b) On your own, write a discursive piece of 75–100 words
entitled ‘Is there life on other planets?’
Here are some words and phrases that might help you:

View 1 – Points for UFOs

View 2 – Points against UFOs



‘Some people believe/think…’

First documented sightings 1880s

Explained by natural phenomena



‘Others have suggested…’



‘Whether there is life on other planets or not…’



‘The fact is…’

Biblical references to fiery objects in sky

Remember:
R8

12
13

Each main point is backed up by a piece of evidence. Find the
evidence given for each point you have listed in your chart.



to start your piece by saying what your topic is



to end by asking the reader to decide what he or
she thinks.

The writer uses several different phrases to introduce different
views. These include:


Some people think…



Erich Von Däniken wrote…



Many scientists argue…

a) Experiment with these phrases by replacing the verbs in
italics with some of the following verbs: ‘suggest’, ‘claim’,
‘insist’, ‘believe’, ‘deny’.
b) What difference does changing the verb make to the strength
of the view being expressed?
52
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Alien invasion

Alien invasion
 Read the opening of a story
 Develop the skill of looking for key ideas (R8)

20

 Look at the way the text prepares you for the rest of the story

(R15)
 Write your own introduction to a story (Wr6)
25

The following extract is the opening of a novel called Only
You Can Save Mankind by Terry Pratchett.

30

Lives
The Hero with a Thousand Extra

5

10

15
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.
Johnny bit his lip, and concentrated
target itself – beep
Right. Come in quick, let a missile
t fighter, fire the
beep beep beebeebeebeeb – on the firs
at the fighter – fplat
missile – thwump – empty the guns
d take out its shields
fplat fplat fplat – hit fighter No. 2 an
missile – pwwosh –
with the laser – bwizzle – while the
h guns, rake fighter
itc
sw
e,
div
1,
.
No
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hte
fig
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ou
es
tak
k up fighter No. 2 in
No. 3 as it turns fplat fplat fplat – pic
go a missile –
the sights again up the upcurve, let
thwump – and rake it with –
Fwit fwit fwit.
t, but if you went
Fighter No.4! It always came in las
time to turn and
after it first the others would have
of them.
you’d end up in the sights of three
was only five
He’d died six times already. And it
o’clock.

His hands flew over the keyboard. Stars roared past
as he accelerated out of the mêlée. It’d leave him short
of fuel, but by the time they caught up the shields would
be back and he’d be ready, and two of them would
already have taken damage, and …. here they come …
missiles away, wow, lucky hit on the first one, die die
die!, red fireball – swssh – take shield loss while
concentrating fire on the next one – swssh – and now
the last one was running, but he could outrun it, hit the
accelerator – ggrrRRRSSHHH – and just keep it in his
sights while he poured shot after shot into – swssh.
Ah!
The huge bulk of their capital ship was in the corner
of the screen. Level 10, here we come … careful, careful
… there were no more ships now, so all he had to do
was keep out of its range and then sweep in and
We wish to talk.

accelerated moved faster
mêlée confusing crowd
capital ship large warship
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Narrative texts
This text is a narrative. Its purpose is to begin a story in
an entertaining way.
The main features of a narrative text are:
 It has a structure that includes an opening
(introduction), a problem (complication), a dramatic
moment when everything comes to a head (crisis) and
an ending (resolution) when things are sorted out.
Since this is the beginning of a novel, only the
introduction and problem are present. However, we
can think about the possible crisis and ending from the
title of the novel – Only You Can Save Mankind.
Introduction: We are introduced to Johnny who is
playing a computer game.
Problem: The game aliens act in an unexpected way.
Crisis: How will Johnny respond to the aliens?
Ending: How Johnny and the aliens solve their
problems.
 It has characters who the story is about. We often hear
their words and thoughts. For example, in this part of
the story, the words of the aliens are shown in italics –
‘We wish to talk.’ Johnny’s thoughts are also part of the
story as he thinks himself through the game:‘Right.
Come in quick, let a missile target itself…’ There is also a
narrator who tells the story.
 It uses powerful words. The narrative must be
interesting to read or listen to. For example,‘Stars roared
past as he accelerated out of the mêlée.’

56

The story dives straight into the
action of the game. How does
the writer’s use of short
paragraphs add to this?

2

The story uses invented words to
create the sounds of the game. Find three
examples of these words and explain the actions that go with
them. For example, ‘swssh’ = sound of a missile exploding in
paragraph 6.

3

In the extract, sound effects are shown in italics. So are the words
of the aliens. How is direct speech normally shown in a story?

Alien invasion

Key Reading

1

Purpose
The purpose of a story opening is to draw the reader in.

4

With a partner, discuss how the extract draws the reader in through:
a) how the main character, Johnny, is introduced
b) the action-packed start of the game
c) the use of humour, for example, ‘He’d died six times already.
And it was only five o’clock.’

5

a) How clear is it at the start that Johnny is playing a game?
b) At what point does it become clear?

Reading for meaning

6

How many fighters must Johnny defeat before he gets to the
capital ship?

7

What two weapons does Johnny use against the aliens?
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Apart from hitting the aliens, what else does Johnny have to
think about as he plays the game?

11

Which of these techniques are used in the opening of Only You
Can Save Mankind?

9

What level of the game is Johnny playing at?

12

Discuss the following questions with a partner. Decide which of
these points help to involve the reader in the extract.

S&L12

Alien invasion

8

a) What kind of story does the title suggest?

Use of paragraphs

b) How does the chapter heading ‘The Hero with a Thousand
Extra Lives’ help to suggest a computer game?

This story opening makes interesting use of very short
paragraphs. Paragraphs are usually groups of sentences on a
particular topic. However, single sentence paragraphs can make
part of a text stand out.

c) What features of a computer game are included in the story?
d) Why is the message ‘We wish to talk’ so unexpected?
Be prepared to report your ideas to the rest of the class.

10

In pairs, discuss these points about paragraphing in the story.
a) What do the very short paragraphs seem to be about?
b) Why do you think one word is given a paragraph to itself?

Focus on: Successful story openings
The opening of a novel is very important. It is vital that it grabs
the reader’s interest or he or she will not read on.

R15

13

How many clues does the opening of Only You Can Save
Mankind give about how the story will develop?
Below are some ways in which the story might develop. Choose
what you consider to be the best from these options. Refer to
clues from the extract to support your ideas.


Johnny will respond to the aliens’ message.



Johnny will help to save the world.



Johnny will ignore the aliens’ message.

Some ingredients of a good story opening are:
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Something exciting happens at the start.
The problem (complication) is set up quickly.
A piece of action grabs the reader’s interest.
The main character is introduced in an interesting way.

59
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Real aliens

Real aliens

Key Writing
a) Use the table below to help you plan an exciting opening to
a story.

 Read a text about aliens
 Think about audiences for texts
 Look at how information texts are put together (S13a)

An interesting title

 Compose your own information text (Wr10)
Start with an exciting piece
of action

The following text is from a book about life on other
planets.

Set up a problem
(complication) quickly

Alien Life

Include an event that grabs
the reader’s attention
Introduce the main
character(s) in an
interesting way
5

b) Show your plan to a partner. Ask your partner how he or she
thinks the story will develop.
Wr6

c) Write your story opening in four to five paragraphs.

10

15

20
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40

environment natural surroundings
unique unlike anything else
humanoid shaped like human beings
close encounters meetings with aliens
gravitational pull the force that
causes things to have weight
corrosive causing damage by
chemical action
buoyant able to float
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Real aliens would probably not be
humanoid, such as these shown in
movies like Mars Attacks!, below.

Real aliens

25

moons are likely to be quite different to those on Earth,
so any life there would also be very different. Life on
Earth depends on a mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon
dioxide and water vapour, but another planet’s
atmosphere might contain lots of methane and
ammonia gases, or a mist of sulphuric acid.
A large planet has a stronger gravitational pull than a
small one. Creatures living on such a planet wouldn’t
survive well with long, thin legs. Perhaps small
creatures would evolve there.
Sulphuric acid can be highly corrosive. On a planet
with sulphuric acid in the atmosphere, no creature like
any on Earth would survive. A thick, outer covering
would be a must for any living thing there.
Some planets have no real surface at all – they are
made of gases. Jupiter and Saturn are examples of such
‘gas giants’ in our own Solar System. Living things on
this planet would have to be buoyant, like a hot air
balloon, or have wings to stop themselves from falling
down to the hot, dense centre of the planet.

Key Reading
Explanation texts
This text is (mainly) an explanation. Its purpose is to help
someone understand how something might work or why
something could happen.
The main features of an explanation text are:
 It has a series of clear and logical steps. For example,
‘The features of living things on Earth have arisen by
evolution’ highlights the first point to be explained.
 It has causal language that shows how one thing
causes another. For example,‘So alien life probably
wouldn’t look anything like…’
 It has precise vocabulary; technical terms may be
explained in a glossary. For example,‘stronger
gravitational pull’.
 It often has illustrations or diagrams to illustrate
points being explained.

1

Give the reason why it is unlikely that you find ‘donkeys or
slugs’ on another planet (paragraph 1).

2

What short connective is used to show the logical conclusions
in paragraphs 1 and 2?

3

Find three more scientific
terms in the explanation.

Grammar for reading
Connectives are words that show how one
sentence or clause is connected to another.
For example,‘and’,‘so’,‘therefore’ or ‘but’.
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The purpose of this explanation
text is to explain some complex
ideas about how life forms
develop in a simple way.

4

Real aliens

Life on Earth developed through evolution.

Purpose

Life on Earth developed to fit in with Earth’s conditions.
Life on other planets will be different.

With a partner, discuss how well the
text explains these ideas. Think about
its use of:

Examples of how life on other planets might fit into
the environments there.

a) examples to illustrate each point

9

b) connectives to point to key ideas.
Wr10

ET – another
humanoid alien.

10

Reading for meaning

In groups, discuss how you could arrange the ideas in the
flowchart into a different order. For example, could you begin
with the idea of different life forms for different planets?
Unlike most scientific explanations, this extract is about something
that may not exist. The writer makes use of language that shows
the possibility of these ideas, such as: ‘might be’, ‘perhaps’, ‘it’s
unlikely that’, ‘probably’, ‘is likely to be’, ‘would be’.

By which process did life develop on Earth?

a) Find these phrases in the extract.

6

Why might life forms be different on different planets?

b) Make a note of the main idea that each word or phrase is
linked to.

7

What kinds of alien life would you expect on a planet with
strong gravity?

5

8

Key Writing

What life forms might you find on a planet made up of gases?
Wr10

12

Write a short explanation about one of these things that doesn’t
actually exist:


Focus on: The structure of an explanation text
This explanation text is organised to show the reader a clear and
logical progression of ideas. The flow chart on the following page
shows how the main ideas in the text are ordered.
64

my ideal room



my ideal school



my ideal holiday.

You will need to explain:


what the thing you are describing might look like



what would make it special



what its advantages would probably be.
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Assessment Focuses
 AF2 Produce texts which are appropriate to task, reader and

purpose
 AF7 Select appropriate and effective vocabulary

You: are a science writer.
Your task: to write an explanation text for an encyclopaedia
about an alien of your own invention.
Your audience: young teenagers.
You need to decide:
 how you will address your audience
 how formal your language will be
 whether diagrams will be useful.

Stage 1

Unit 3 Assignment

Unit 3 Assignment: Science
writing

Stage 2
Think about how to organise the ideas in
your text. Include:
 a brief introduction on why life forms
will be different on different planets
 a description of how your alien looks
 an explanation of how your alien has
adapted to the conditions on its planet
 a labelled illustration of your alien.

Stage 3
Remember to use the language of an explanation text. Include:
 causal language that shows how one thing causes another
 precise vocabulary and technical terms that may be
explained in the text.
Now add words and phrases that express the possibility of
your ideas, such as:‘might be’,‘unlikely to be’,‘would be’,
‘probably’ and ‘possibly’.

First, you need to choose an alien from one of these planets:
 a planet with very light gravity
 a very dark planet
 a planet with intense radiation problems
 a planet with a poor atmosphere.
Make notes about how your alien has adapted to the conditions
on its planet. Then make a sketch of how your alien might look.
Draw your alien on its home planet.
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